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LATN 199: FRESHMAN TRANSITIONAL LATIN
INSTRUCTOR: DR. EDWARD STRICKLAND  
(EDWARD.STRICKLAND@CHRISTENDOM.EDU)

An accelerated review of Latin grammar coupled with a course of readings in Latin 
literature, this class is intended for students who have had at least two years of high 
school Latin. The primary goal is to achieve the same level of fluency as achieved 
through LATN 201. Successful completion of the course will qualify students to pass 
directly into LATN 202. LATN 199 is the equivalent of LATN 201 for freshmen. Entering 
freshmen should not enroll in LATN 201. To qualify for LATN 199, contact Dr. Andrew 
Beer (abeer@christendom.edu) to take the Latin placement test.

LATN 101: ELEMENTARY LATIN I
INSTRUCTOR: DR. PATRICIA CRAIG  
(PATRICIA.CRAIG@CHRISTENDOM.EDU)

An introduction to the grammar, syntax, and lexicon of Latin, this 
class is intended for absolute beginners, i.e., students who have never 
previously studied Latin. All entering freshmen who have previously 
studied Latin should contact Dr. Andrew Beer (abeer@christendom.
edu) in order to take the Latin placement test.

LATN 103: INTENSIVE ELEMENTARY LATIN I
INSTRUCTOR: DR. KEVIN TRACY (KEVIN.TRACY@CHRISTENDOM.EDU)

An accelerated introduction to the grammar, syntax, and lexicon of Latin, this class is intended for (1) students who have studied 
Latin previously but not to the extent necessary to enter LATN 199 (see below); and (2) students who have not studied Latin 
previously, or studied only very little, but wish to progress rapidly through the elementary material. Students who successfully 
complete this course may proceed directly to LATN 201 in the following semester. Interested students must have Dr. Beer’s 
permission to enroll in this class (abeer@christendom.edu).



 
GREK 301:  ELEMENTARY GREEK I
Instructor: Dr. Andrew Beer (abeer@christendom.edu)

Study Ancient Greek, the original liberal art, and discover why Samuel 
Johnson said, “Greek … is like lace: Every man gets as much of it as he 
can.” Apart from being perhaps the greatest language ever invented 
and the ultimate source from which derive virtually all forms of 
literature and learning studied at the College, Greek is also a lot of 
fun. We will use a textbook that presents the story of a family living on 
a small farm outside of Athens during the months leading up to the 
outbreak of the Peloponnesian War. By the second semester, you will 
be able to read the Greek New Testament and classical authors, like 
Plato, Solon, and Herodotus. The course is open to all students.

 
GREK 303:  Intermediate Greek I
Instructor: Dr. Edward Strickland  

(EDWARD.STRICKLAND@CHRISTENDOM.EDU)

An introduction to more complex Attic Greek grammar and syntax 
via reading and composing classical Greek.  Readings typically are 
drawn from or modeled on the writings of Thucydides, Herodotus, and 
Aristophanes. Supplementary readings may include readings from 
the New Testament or the Cebetis Tabula. In Fall 2022 students will 
read editions of an oration of Lysias and a dialogue of Plato specially 
prepared to help intermediate Greek readers solidify the gains they 
made from elementary lessons. Interested students must have Dr. 
Beer’s (abeer@christendom.edu) permission to enroll in this class.
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LATN 312: IMPERIAL AGE: SENECA’S TRAGEDIES 
INSTRUCTOR: DR. PATRICIA CRAIG (PATRICIA.CRAIG@CHRISTENDOM.EDU)

When you hear of “tragedy,” do you think of a Roman Stoic philosopher? William Shakespeare did, and so (it 
seems) did St. Jerome. Seneca the Younger, a tutor of the infamous Emperor Nero, wrote the only complete Latin 
tragedies that survive to this day, and these were some of the most influential literary works in the Renaissance 
and Baroque period. In this course, we will consider the enduring fascination of Seneca’s plays by reading one full 
tragedy (Troades) in Latin and excerpts from others (perhaps Hercules Furens and Phoenissae). We will compare 
the writing style and content with some of Seneca’s philosophical works. We will engage with the original Latin 
both by translating it and by summarizing the tragic plots in simpler Latin. To qualify for this class, contact Dr. 
Andrew Beer (abeer@christendom.edu) to take the Latin placement test.


